
In the summertime when the weather is hot, you can 

stretch right up and touch the sky. When the weather’s 

fine, You got mango, you got raspberry on your mind. 

Lightly tart, refreshing and vibrantly colored, this sum-

mer crushable is packed with over 1 pound per gallon 

of mangos and raspberries. Sure to give some sweet 

relief to these hot summer days.  

 

Centennial! Say-no-more, say-no-more squire! Summit 

and Nugget, wink-wink nudge-nudge, know what I 

mean? A refreshing Pale Ale modeled after our ever 

classic Glasshopper, fermented with Nottingham Yeast. 

Notes of Grapefruit, Mango and Pineapple gently danc-

es across the palate and finishes with a light bitterness. 

7% ABV 40 IBU -  

 

 

Local apples from Toledo’s favorite orchard, and Toledo’s oldest 

craft brewery come together! Hand selected blends of tart and 

sweet apples, picked by the MacQueens themselves! This dry 

cider has champagne-like qualities, crisp, bright, and refreshing.  

Subtle notes of apple acidity and a hint of perceived sweetness. 

  4.5% ABV  

This dark and delicious brew has flavors of coffee and choc-

olate intertwined with caramel sweetness. Two types of 

Chocolate Malt, one English and one Pale,  along with two 

different types of Crystal Malt and Midnight Wheat give this 

beer a hearty opaque coloring. Vanilla and tart cherry juice 

round out this tasty and drinkable treat from MBBC.  

5.0%ABV, 20IBU -  

   

Pilsner malt along with four different specialty Belgian 

malts give it depth and maple syrup, dark Belgian candi 

syrup, and Montgomery cherries from MI help boost the 

ABV while contributing loads of flavor! 

$6.00 for 10 OZ. snifter only 

  10.75%ABV, 30IBU  

 

 

An easy drinking light bodied beer with 

 a clean crisp finish. Toledo’s original hometown beer. 

5.2% ABV 14 IBU -   

Glass Hopper happily delivers you into the world of hop 

goodness.  Brewed for an earthy, herbal, and citrus hop 

finish, one glass of this IPA makes any day seem better.  

With just enough malt backbone to carry the hop load, it 

has a warm copper color and a distinctive balance of 

flavors.  Sit back and savor the perfect harmony.   

7.0%ABV, 80 IBU -  

Our version of breakfast in a glass. Brewed with generous 

amounts of oats and lactose for a smooth mouth feel.  

Infused with locally roasted espresso from  

The Flying Rhino.                    

As everybody knows, but the haters and losers refuse to 

acknowledge, we don’t use any juice. Bing bing, bong 

bong, bing bing bing. Yuuuuge amounts of Amarillo bring 

this Midwest take on a FAKE NEWS style. Hazy and 

smooth, #FakeJuice evokes aroma and flavors of 

Tangerine, Clementine and Pineapple! 

7.5%, 35IBU - 

Sweet malty goodness with a bit of biscuit and lightly hopped 

make this classic from Maumee Bay such a delight!  This was one 

of the first beers brewed when we opened 25 years ago! 

4.8%  25 IBU -  

The newest addition to Maumee Bay Beers is an easy 

drinking stout brewed with a hearty mix of English and car-

amel grains and dried fruits.  Fermented with loads of 

blackberries and elderberries help provide just what the dr. 

ordered. Out of the darkness comes the good! 

5.6%ABV, 30 IBU - 

Tiramisu Brown Ale balances the richness of caramel, 

chocolate, and biscuits malts with cold brewed Ethiopian 

Amaro espresso beans, vanilla, and hazelnut for a unique 

twist on this classic. Just goes to show, you can have 

your cake and drink it too... 
5%ABV, 25 IBU - 


